All theses held by the Library, including print and electronic versions, are searchable in Library Search

**Procedure**

1. Access **Library Search** from the library homepage.

2. To search for University of Adelaide theses, search by **keywords**. Include the words **thesis** and **adelaide** in your search.

3. Using the menu on the right hand side, scroll down to **Resource Type** and select **Dissertations**.

4. You should then see a list that includes only dissertations (theses).
5. You can refine results further by selecting **Online** or **In the Library** under **Availability**.

6. Find an example of a PhD thesis by publication by entering **thesis adelaide by publication**.

7. Refine the results by **Dissertations** and **Online** or **In the Library**.

8. [Adelaide Research & Scholarship](#) has more searching options available to search for theses from a University of Adelaide School or Department.

**Contact Us**
For further support or questions, please contact the University Library on +61 8 8313 5759 or email library@adelaide.edu.au